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下中国官派留学生的背景和命运。简述从 1250 年到 1750 年西方对中国乌托邦的
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Yan Phou Lee (1861-1938), as the second batch of official foreign students sent 
to the United States in 1873, published his autobiographical book When I Was a Boy 
in China in 1887. This is the first Chinese American writer, and may even be the first 
Asian author to publish books in the United States.The book occupies a position that 
cannot be ignored in the history of Chinese American literature. But its importance is 
not proportional to its research in China. At present, there are very few articles about 
the study of Yan Phou Lee in China, and there is no main and important research on 
Yan Phou Lee’s works. This paper attempts to make up for the blank of the academic 
study in the Yan Phou Lee and the study of the image of Chinese in the late nineteenth 
Century in Yan Phou Lee's work. With Yan Phou Lee and his works as the research 
object, based on the theory of image, this paper makes a deep and systematic analysis 
of the image of Chinese people in Yan Phou Lee's works. This paper is divided into 
three chapters: 
 
The first chapter is mainly on the analysis of background and destiny of 
official-sent foreign students under the international background of the "China Tide" 
in the West In late nineteenth Century. This chapter gives a brief account of the west 
to the Chinese Utopia between 1250 and 1750 and the western ideology of Chinese 
uglification since 1750, which reached its peak at the end of the nineteenth Century. 
Under this international background, this chapter provides an overview of the process 
of sending and learning of the 120 government-sent children including Yan Phou Lee, 
and the reason for withdrawing, attempting to point out the difficulties in the process 
of modernization in China. 
 
The second chapter is mainly about how to build the image of Chinese people 
in the book When I Was a Boy in China. As the first generation of diasporic writers, 
Yan Phou Lee had his personal experience in China. Meanwhile he wrote in English 
for foreign readers, so in a certain extent his work can be regarded as the mixture of 
"self-shaped image" and "exotic image". His work reflects the ideological 
contradictions between the Chinese and western. On the one hand, he identified 
himself as a Chinese American, reflected the certain Chinese reality in the "self – 
shaped image" book, and even idealized China in order to beautify the image of the 
Chinese people. On the other hand, he accepted the western modern thought,  
Observing China and criticizing backward from the perspective of an American.  
Although his efforts are worthy of recognition, he had not seen the root cause of the 
formation of the United States on China's image. In fact, not the image of China was 
changing, but the change of western culture which built Chinese image. 
 
The third chapter focuses on the analysis of the causes and significance of Yan 
Phou Lee's failure to shape the image of the Chinese people. As far as the external 















China are components of the western culture. Basically, the transformation of the 
structure of western culture itself and the variation of knowledge, values and rights 
contained in the western culture made it break away from the state of the collective 
unconscious and dominate people's mind the long-held prototypes of the vilification 
of China in unconscious under the provocation of actual conditions, and the 
stereotype images of China was thus formed. From Yan Phou Lee personally, his 
efforts to change the image of the Chinese people apparently unable to break the 
power discourse. Yan Phou Lee efforts to change Chinese image, meaning full of 
tragedy, though failed, but admirable. 
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李恩富（Yan Phou Lee, 1861-1938），1861 年出生于广东省香山县。经过两次
鸦片战争的摧残，天朝衰微，大清王朝摇摇欲坠。1870 年，容闳上书清廷倡议
派遣幼童前往美国学习，这一计划得到曾国藩、李鸿章的支持，他们联名上书慈
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田纳西州的纳什维尔期间，李恩富认识了索菲▪佛劳伦斯  ▪鲍尔斯（Sophie       
















































                                                             


































第三节  李恩富研究综述 
 









                                                             
①孟华：《比较文学形象学论文翻译、研究札记》（代序），《比较文学形象学》，孟华主编，北京： 北京大学
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